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ABSTRACT
Ruan et al. found transcribing short phrases with speech recog-
nition nearly 200% faster than typing on a smartphone. We
extend this comparison to a novel composition task, using a
protocol that enables a controlled comparison with transcrip-
tion. Results show that both composing and transcribing with
speech is faster than typing. But, the magnitude of this dif-
ference is lower with composition, and speech has a lower
error rate than keyboard during composition, but not during
transcription. When transcribing, speech outperformed typing
in most NASA-TLX measures, but when composing, there
were no significant differences between typing and speech for
any measure except physical demand.
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CCS Concepts
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INTRODUCTION
Ruan et al. [13] found a state-of-the-art speech recognition
system performed nearly 200% faster than touch screen typ-
ing when transcribing short phrases on a smartphone. While
transcription is commonly used to evaluate text entry, it is less
ecologically valid than text composition [8]. Shneiderman
argues composing phrases with speech uses more cognitive re-
sources than transcribing phrases with a keyboard [16], and in
general, Kristensson and Vertanen show text entry speeds are
“bottlenecked” by the time taken for users to conceive their
input [6]. The question is whether this cognitive overhead
and conception time creates a measurable difference when
comparing speech recognition to keyboard typing. Previous
work has reported different results, but these have not used
state-of-the art speech technology, the composition tasks were
not controlled, nor did they use a high number of repetitions.
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Designing a composition task is challenging because it can in-
troduce confounds [8]. Vertanen and Kristensson [28] provide
a detailed examination of different composition tasks, and a
method to measure error rates for composed phrases. However,
their task prompt was very open-ended and did not change
between trials. Furthermore, all their experiments took place
on Mechanical Turk, with an unknown variety of input devices,
and used a low number of repetitions. In contrast, we measure
the effect of real, “in the moment,” creative composition by
using a guided composition task to increase internal validity of
our experiment, while keeping good external validity. Our task
permits us to have a high number of repetitions in a controlled
in-lab experiment with a within-subjects design.

The task presents simple image triads as a composition stim-
ulus (Figure 1), and we introduce a protocol that enables a
controlled comparison with transcription. Each participant
first performs the composition task, then on a following day,
they perform the transcription task. This allows us to create a
controlled and comparable set of transcription phrases: half are
average phrases composed by an initial group of participants,
and the other half are phrases composed by the same partici-
pant. For a direct comparison to Ruan et al., the transcription
portion of our protocol is a near replication.

A 28-participant experiment using this task and protocol found
that speech is faster than typing on a keyboard when com-
posing or transcribing. As predicted by Shneiderman, and
Kristensson and Vertanen, we find composition with speech

Figure 1. Composition task with keyboard (left) and speech (right).
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recognition requires more preparation time, but we also show
the speed of speech entry makes up for it overall. However, the
relative advantage in total entry time is less pronounced when
composing, where speech is 29% faster than typing, compared
to 45% faster when transcribing. NASA-TLX measures also
showed there were no significant differences between typing
and speech when composing, except for physical demand.

Our work contributes new evidence that although speech recog-
nition is faster than typing in both composition and transcrip-
tion, user perceptions when composing with speech are less
clear. We believe these results have more internal validity
from using our new protocol to make a direct comparison to
transcription.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
After discussing transcription and composition, we review
previous studies that compared speech recognition with typing.

Using a Transcription Task for Evaluations
Vertanen and Kristensson note “the transcription task is firmly
entrenched as the de facto research methodology for text entry
experiments” [28]. They explain the primary advantage is
that all participants copy the exact same text, so variability
decreases and internal validity increases. Phrases used for
transcription should have three properties: they should be
memorable, meaning that after a participant reads the phrase,
they can enter it without referring back to the prompt; they
should be representative, meaning they resemble text people
might actually enter; and they should be replicable, meaning
the phrase set should be publicly available. Many studies
have used transcription to evaluate mobile phone text entry.
Examples include studies in the wild [14, 23], novel text entry
methods [17, 29], and evaluating text entry when seated or
moving [11, 26].

Using a Composition Task for Evaluations
However, Vertanen and Kristensson [28] also argue that tran-
scription has low external validity. In the real world, users
rarely transcribe messages, they compose original text. A com-
position task is closer to real-world use, so it has better external
validity, and each phrase is memorable since the participant
creates it. For replicability, the set of composed phrases (or
descriptive statistics characterizing those phrases) can be pub-
lished. More challenging is designing a composition task to
prompt participants to compose representative phrases that are
similar across trials for good internal validity.

Studies using composition tasks in desktop evaluations prompt
participants to compose multi-sentence or paragraph-length
text [5, 10, 22]. This is not representative of typing on phones
and controlling variability in long phrases is difficult. An early
mobile study by Cox et al. [3] composed short phrases, but
the specific prompt they used is not stated.

Vertanen and Kristensson [28] tested prompts for composition,
with applications to mobile text entry evaluations. They found
a composition task can produce phrases with a consistent
length using the prompt: “Imagine you are using a mobile
device and need to write a message. We want you to invent
and type in a fictitious (but plausible) message. Use your

imagination. If you are struggling for ideas, think about things
you often write about using your own mobile device.” Using
this composition task, and a transcription task, Vertanen and
Kristensson evaluated a novel desktop text entry technique.
They found no difference in text entry speed between the tasks,
and only a modest difference in phrase length. Later studies
by Yeo et al. [31] and Vertanen, Fletcher, et al. [24] used tasks
from Vertanen and Kristensson to evaluate novel mobile text
entry methods, on a smartphone and a smartwatch respectively.
They found composition to be faster than transcription.

The main focus of the evaluations above is to measure text
entry speed (e.g. words-per-minute) independent of its over-
all impact on trial time. In addition, the prompt used is very
open-ended. This may result in divergent phrases in terms of
content, and the last sentence in the prompt may lead partici-
pants to recall phrases they used, rather than composing a truly
original phrase. Vertanen and Kristensson also ran all their
experiments on Mechanical Turk, meaning their participants
used a wide variety of testing devices in uncontrolled environ-
ments. Their first two experiments only used 10 repetitions
of their composition task, and their third let participants com-
pose as many phrases as they could in 10 minutes. They did
not examine learning effects, which would likely occur when
trying to invent new phrases using a static prompt.

Dunlop et al. [4] introduced a composition task where par-
ticipants describe the scene in an image. By constraining the
topic, phrases are more controlled and unlikely to be based on
recall. Our image-based composition task extends this idea to
increase internal validity.

Another thorny issue absent in transcription tasks, is how to
measure errors when the intended error-free target of a com-
posed phrase is unknown [8]. Cox et al. [3] asked participants
to write down their intended input after they entered each
phrase, but this has obvious limitations. Instead, Vertanen and
Kristensson [28] show that compositions can be judged by the
experimenters or others, so the “correct” target phrase may be
determined to calculate error-related measures. We also adopt
this method.

Comparing Speech Recognition and Keyboard Input
Early studies simulated speech recognition with a hidden typ-
ist, or used older speech technology. Using a task to compose
two letters, Ogozalek et al. [10] found no difference between
simulated speech recognition and typing. Tsimhoni et al. [21]
compared touchscreen typing with word- and character-based
speech recognition when transcribing street addresses while
driving, finding word-based speech fastest. In 1999, Karat
et al. [5] asked participants to compose replies to specific
prompts, and transcribe excerpts from novels, using three
speech recognition systems and normal typing. Participants
overwhelmingly disliked all speech systems, and speech was
slower and more error prone. However, results using simu-
lated or older speech technology are unlikely to generalize,
and these studies did not use a mobile phone keyboard.

Cox et al. [3] used a 12-key numerical keypad phone to com-
pare speech recognition, multitap typing, and predictive text
typing, also with restricted visual feedback. In both tran-



scription and composition tasks, they found speech fastest.
However, the task and prompts are not described, and the 2008
speech recognition system is no longer state of the art.

Smith and Chaparro [18] used a transcription task to compare
text entry using a physical keyboard on a mobile phone, a
smartphone keyboard, tracing, handwriting, and speech recog-
nition using a more current 2015 speech engine. The keyboard
conditions used autocorrect and text prediction. Speech was
fastest and, along with a physical keyboard, also the most
preferred. But the most relevant previous study for our work
is Ruan et al. [13], who used a state-of-the-art 2018 speech
recognition system, Baidu Deep Speech 2 [1]. They found
speech two times faster than touchscreen typing, both with
autocorrect and text prediction and when transcribing English
or Mandarin phrases. However, neither of these studies use a
composition task, which may have an effect on speech recog-
nition performance or preference.

In summary, it remains unclear if speech is more efficient than
a keyboard when composing phrases using modern speech
recognition systems. Most previous studies using composition
tasks focus on text entry rate, like words-per-minute. Only
four also report time measures [3, 10, 21, 24] that may also
include additional composition overhead for preparing to enter
text. Since our interest is in this overhead, we further decom-
pose trial times into measures like preparation time to better
understand differences between transcribing and composing.

EXPERIMENT
Our main goal is to compare speech recognition and typing
when composing text. A transcription task is included as
a direct comparison to Ruan et al. [13] and to fulfill our
secondary objective to compare transcription and composition
with these two text entry methods.

A keystroke-level model (KLM) [2] indicates that input with
speech recognition may be slower and more error prone, as
speech input involves a larger amount of mental preparation
before input can begin. In contrast, typing uses a larger number
of small mental operations throughout input. Errors are also
more time-consuming to fix with speech because one can only
make corrections at the end of input. Work by Rochester
et al. in the field of psychology also found that people tend to
insert more pauses in their speech when performing difficult
tasks, due to increased cognitive processing [12]. Participants
may pause more when using speech in the composition task,
increasing input times.

Based on this, we form two hypotheses:

H1: When composing a short phrase on a smartphone, it is
faster to use a keyboard for text entry compared to speech
recognition. This was evaluated using time-related measures
while entering a phrase.

H2: When composing a short phrase on a smartphone, using
a keyboard for text entry results in fewer corrected and un-
corrected errors compared to speech recognition. This was
evaluated using error measures.

Ruan et al.’s results suggest two more hypotheses regarding
transcription:

H3: When transcribing a short phrase on a smartphone, using
speech recognition is faster than using a keyboard. This was
evaluated in the same manner as H1.

H4: When transcribing a short phrase on a smartphone, using
a keyboard for text entry results in fewer corrected and uncor-
rected errors compared to speech. This was evaluated in the
same manner as H2.

Participants
31 participants were recruited using word-of-mouth and email
lists. Data from 3 were discarded due to technical difficulties,
leaving 28 participants: 17 male, 11 female, ages 18-58 (M=25
SD = 7.2). All self-reported as fluent English speakers. If they
were a non-native speaker, they needed a TOEFL score above
110 (the maximum possible score is 120 [15]) or an equivalent
assessment. Three participants experienced occasional issues
with the speech recognition software due to accents, or other
speech impediments.

All participants owned a smartphone, with 17 using Android
and 11 using iOS. In regards to dictation use: 10 participants
had never used dictation; 9 participants said they tried it once
or twice; 5 used it monthly; and 4 used it daily or weekly.

Apparatus
A Google Pixel 3 running Android 9.0 was used with the de-
fault GBoard keyboard and default speech recognition system.
Following Ruan et al. [13], the gesture-based “Swype” key-
board input was disabled and auto-correct, spell check, and the
word suggestion strip remained enabled. All tasks were deliv-
ered as HTML pages served from a local Node.js application
using Ngrok. All events were logged, including characters
added or removed from the text entry field and all key presses.

Tasks
There were two tasks, composition and transcription.

Composition Task — A triad of three clip art images were
displayed on the phone’s screen (examples are in Figure 2).
Each image represented common objects or actions, like “boy”,
“boat”, or “cat”. The participant was prompted with “You have
to compose a short sentence incorporating these three clip art
images. You can use the images in any order you want, and you
don’t have to explicitly name every image. The phrase must
make sense, though. The phrase must also be grammatically
correct, and words must be spelled properly.” The phrase also
had to relate the subjects and objects represented by the images
in a coherent and believable way. For instance, the sentence
“The boy is a boat, and there is a cat” is not believable, and does
not synthesize the images well, while the sentence “The boy
takes his cat on a boat with him” is acceptable. We verified that
all participant phrases were acceptable after the composition
task was completed.

Our task is an extension of Dunlop et al.’s image description
task [4]. Requiring the topic to be based on three things
represented as images restricts the composition for internal



boy, boat, catboy, boat, cat

woman, mom-and-baby, plane woman, mom-and-baby, plane

apple, doctor, house apple, doctor, house

young man, heart, soccer ball young man, heart, soccer ball

Figure 2. Four examples of image triads. Semantically similar pairs are
in columns, and triads are in different rows.

validity, but still requires cognitive effort without resorting to
simpler recall. Our emphasis on “short sentences” is supported
by Lyddy et al.’s results [7] showing entering short phrases of
about 70 characters is common on mobile devices.

Transcription Task — A short phrase was displayed on the
phone’s screen, and the participant was asked to enter it
quickly and accurately.

In both tasks, a trial began when the participant pressed a
“Start” button and the page loaded. The stimulus was shown
in the top part of the screen with a multi-line, full-width text
field in the middle of the screen. The participant tapped on the
text field to focus it. This activated the keyboard so they could
begin typing, or so they could press the “dictate” button to
begin speech input, depending on the input condition. When
done, they pressed a “Done” button located immediately below
the text field. Note that the layout avoided any scrolling or
occlusion from the keyboard. In all tasks and input conditions,
the participant was instructed to correct spelling and grammar
errors with the keyboard before completing the trial.

Image and Phrase Stimuli
We used a two step process to first generate image triads for
the composition task, which all participants performed first.
We then used a subset of the resulting composed phrases for
the transcription task performed on a later day.

Image Triads for Composition — 56 pairs of royalty free clip
art images were collected. Each pair of images portrayed the
same object or action, but with visual differences (for example,
two apples, but one is red, and the other is green, as in the
bottom row of Figure 2). With these image pairs, two sets of
20 image triads were generated. Each triad pair had the same
semantic meaning (e.g. “boy,boat,cat”) but used different
images in each pair (see top row of Figure 2).

Each triad pair was randomly generated by first partitioning the
pairs of clip art images into "people", "animals", and "things"
(any images not in the first two categories). A person or animal
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Figure 3. Transcription phrase set generation process.

was randomly selected, then a randomly selected thing, and
finally a random image from any of the three categories. The
three selected image pairs were shuffled, and each half of the
pairs formed a triad. Triads were qualitatively evaluated by
two non-authors using the same experiment interface to assess
how easily sentences could be generated from generated triads.
Ambiguous or difficult triads were removed, leaving 20 image
triad pairs for the experiment. Figure 2 shows four examples
of semantically matching pairs of image triads used in the
experiment.

Using two variations of each image triad avoids learning ef-
fects with our within-subject design. A participant sees the
same semantic triad in both conditions, but created with differ-
ent images. This way the participant is less likely to recognize
images and re-use compositions between conditions.

Phrases for Transcription — For internal validity, we re-used
a subset of composed phrases for the transcription task. Two
sets of transcription phrases were selected for each participant:
20 phrases were drawn from a pool of all phrases composed by
the first 11 participants (set G); and 20 phrases were composed
by the same participant (set I). Sentences in set G were the
20 closest to the pool’s average sentence length. These were
randomly partitioned into two 10-sentence subsets, G1 and G2.
Whether G1 or G2 was the starting set for the transcription task
alternated between participants. After removing any sentences
already selected from the pool, the complete phrase sets were
constructed by randomly selecting 10 sentences the participant
composed in each input condition (IS and IK). These were
shuffled with G1 and G2, depending on the order of input
methods they were assigned. For instance, a participant who
started with G1 and KEYBOARD would first transcribe phrases
from G1 and IK , and then phrases from G2 and IS. Figure 3
illustrates this process.

There are publicly available phrases sets for text entry evalua-
tion [9, 25, 27], but constructing the transcription phrase sets
in this way better controls our comparison of composition and
transcription by reducing variance between participants.

Study Design
We used a within-subject design with two independent vari-
ables: TASK with two levels (COMPOSITION, TRANSCRIP-
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TION), and INPUT with two levels (SPEECH, KEYBOARD). In
SPEECH, participants entered the text by dictating it using
speech recognition, and in KEYBOARD, they used a standard
touchscreen keyboard. Each participant completed 20 trials
for all combinations of TASK and INPUT, with the order of
INPUT counterbalanced between participants. Image sets and
phrase sets were also counterbalanced.

Procedure
The experiment consisted of two sessions. Participants first
performed the composition task in a 40 minute session, fol-
lowed by the transcription task in another 30 minute session
at least one day later. This eliminated fatigue and learning
effects, and enabled the phrase generation process described
above. Both sessions were conducted in a quiet room to maxi-
mize the performance of the speech recognition software and
to ensure the comfort of participants.

Participants completed six training examples to ensure they
understood the task instructions, and how to use the interface
and text-entry method. In the composition task, the examples
were six image triads, with example phrase compositions.
In the transcription task, the examples were six phrases to
transcribe.

After completing all trials for an input method, participants
completed a NASA-TLX assessment. At the end of each
session, participants were asked which method they preferred,
and their reasons for that choice. A brief survey was conducted
after the composition task to gather information on smartphone
use, whether they had used speech recognition before and their
reasons for doing so, and demographic information.

Measures
Several time-related measures were collected for each trial:

Total Time: The time taken for a single trial, from page load to
the participant’s last input.

Prep Time: The time from page load, to the first input in the
text area. For SPEECH, we found there is a delay after the
participant begins to speak until that input appears in the text
box. By examining videos and experiment logs, we calculate
this average delay to be 1.69s, and subtract this from SPEECH
Prep Times to compensate.

Input Time: The time from a participant’s first input in the text
area, to their last.

Words Per Minute (WPM): Defined per trial as the number
of characters in the final phrase divided by the trial time in
minutes, divided by 5 (the standard “word length” [30]).

Two error rates were considered: the Corrected Error Rate,
which is the number of corrected characters divided by the sum
of all correct and fixed characters, and the Uncorrected Error
Rate, which is the number of uncorrected characters divided
by the sum of all correct and fixed characters [19]. Both error
rates were calculated with the same method as Soukoreff and
Mackenzie [20].

Calculating error rates for TRANSCRIPTION is straightforward
since the correct version is known beforehand. For COMPOSI-
TION, the process was slightly more complex, using a modified
version of the process outlined in Vertanen and Kristensson’s
work [28]. One of the experimenters and an external evaluator
(who was compensated for their time) reviewed the composed
phrases, and independently constructed two sets of “correct”
phrases. The two evaluators had a 87% agreement rate, with
less than 2 characters of difference in 95% of phrases. The
final error rates for COMPOSITION were determined by aver-
aging the error rates calculated from the two sets.

RESULTS
For each combination of TASK and INPUT, trials with a Total
Time more than 3 standard deviations from the mean were
excluded as outliers: 48 trials (2.14%) were removed.

According to the Shapiro-Wilk Normality test, none of the
residuals of the collected data are normally distributed. To run
repeated-measures ANOVAs, data was transformed either with
Box-Cox tranformations, or the non-parametric Aligned Rank
Transformation procedure (ART). Tukey’s HSD was used for
post-hoc comparisons. Results were considered statistically
significant if α < .051.

Total Time
We found that KEYBOARD trials were slower on average for
both COMPOSITION and TRANSCRIPTION (Figure 4a). There
is a significant main effect of INPUT (F1,27 = 115.99, p < .001,

1Detailed statistical analysis available at ns.inria.fr/loki/speech-type/

http://ns.inria.fr/loki/speech-type/
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η2
G = .43), and TASK (F1,27 = 185.95, p < .001, η2

G = .58). More
relevant, there is a significant interaction for TASK × INPUT
(F1,27 = 37.12, p < .001, η2

G = .09). Post-hoc comparisons found
significant differences when comparing two INPUTS between
a TASK, and when comparing two TASKS between an IN-
PUT (p < .05). For COMPOSITION, SPEECH (20.8s) was faster
than KEYBOARD (29.19s), and for TRANSCRIPTION, SPEECH
(9.25s) was also faster than KEYBOARD (16.92s). This repre-
sents a 29% decrease in Total Time for SPEECH in COMPOSI-
TION and a 45% decrease for SPEECH in TRANSCRIPTION.

Prep Time
SPEECH required more Prep Time than KEYBOARD for COM-
POSITION. Though Prep Times were much smaller for TRAN-
SCRIPTION, SPEECH was still found to have a longer average
Prep Time (Figure 4b). There is a significant main effect of
INPUT (F1,27 = 60.62, p < .001, η2

G = .28), and TASK on Box-Cox
transformed Prep Time (F1,27 = 357.41, p < .001, η2

G = .73). There
was also a significant interaction between TASK and INPUT
(F1,27 = 7.70, p < .01, η2

G = .03). Post-hoc comparisons found dif-
ferences when comparing two INPUTS between a TASK, and
when comparing two TASKS between an INPUT (p < .001). For
COMPOSITION, SPEECH (10.96s) was slower than KEYBOARD
(5.28s), and for TRANSCRIPTION, SPEECH (1.81s) was also
slower than KEYBOARD (1.15s). This represents a 52% de-
crease in Prep Time for KEYBOARD in COMPOSITION and a
36% decrease for KEYBOARD in TRANSCRIPTION.

Input Time
SPEECH had faster input times for both tasks (Figure 4c).
Repeated-measures ANOVAs on the Box-Cox transformed
data found a significant main effect of INPUT (F1,27 = 374.04,
p < .001, η2

G = .75), and TASK (F1,27 = 67.27, p < .001, η2
G = .26),

but not the interaction between the two. For COMPOSITION,
SPEECH (8.16s) was faster than KEYBOARD (23.91s), and
for TRANSCRIPTION, SPEECH (5.74s) was also faster than
KEYBOARD (15.77s). This represents a 76% decrease in Input
Time for SPEECH in COMPOSITION and a 64% decrease for
SPEECH in TRANSCRIPTION.

Words per Minute
SPEECH resulted in considerably higher WPM for both COM-
POSITION and TRANSCRIPTION (Figure 5). A repeated-
measures ANOVA run on the Box-Cox transformed data
found a significant main effect of INPUT (F1,27 = 488.49, p < .001,

η2
G = .86), and TASK (F1,27 = 79.07, p < .001, η2

G = .28), but not the
interaction between the two. For COMPOSITION, SPEECH
(116.5) was faster than KEYBOARD (35.12), and for TRAN-
SCRIPTION, SPEECH (156.74) was also faster than KEYBOARD
(48.13). This represents a 232% increase in WPM for SPEECH
in COMPOSITION and a 226% increase for SPEECH in TRAN-
SCRIPTION.

Uncorrected Error Rate
SPEECH had slightly higher Uncorrected Error Rates overall
(Figure 6a). A repeated-measures ANOVA using ART data
found a main effect of INPUT (F1,81 = 9.23, p < .005). Overall
rates for KEYBOARD are 0.4% and SPEECH 0.7%, however
this represents little difference from a practical point of view.

Corrected Error Rate
SPEECH had a 22% lower Corrected Error Rate than
KEYBOARD overall, and COMPOSITION rates are slightly
higher than TRANSCRIPTION overall (Figure 6b). A repeated-
measures ANOVA using ART data found main effects of
TASK (F1,81 = 11.58, p < .001) and INPUT (F1,81 = 9.05, p < .005),
but no interaction. Overall rates for KEYBOARD are 12.7%
and SPEECH are 10%. Overall rates for COMPOSITION are
13.1% and TRANSCRIPTION are 9.5%.

The 95% confidence error bars in Figure 6b suggest the overall
main effect for INPUT is primarily due to the composition task.
Since there was no interaction involving TASK, we divide the
data into two sets, COMPOSITION only and TRANSCRIPTION
only, then conduct separate analysis. As expected, when using
composition data only, a repeated-measures ANOVA using
ART data found a main effect of INPUT (F1,27 = 10.04, p < .005).
Here, KEYBOARD rates are 15.2% and SPEECH is 11%, a 28%
decrease for SPEECH. There was no significant effect when
using transcription data only.

Corrected and Non-Corrected Sentences
We examined the differences between trials with and with-
out corrections, finding that sentences with corrections were
slower for all time-related measures. One-way ANOVAs on
Box-Cox transformed data found a significant main effect
of having corrections on Total Time (F1,27 = 178.66, p < .001,
η2

G = .46), Input Time (F1,27 = 200.80, p < .001, η2
G = .71), and WPM

(F1,27 = 159.78, p < .001, η2
G = .63). Post-hoc comparisons found

differences between having corrections, and not having cor-
rections for all three of these measures (p < .001). Trials with
corrections had an average Total Time of 25.4s, an average In-
put Time of 18s, and an average WPM of 54.6. In comparison,
trials without corrections were much faster and had higher
WPM, with an average Total Time of 14.7s, an average Input
Time of 6.57s, and a WPM of 141.1.

Trials with corrections also had higher Uncorrected Error
Rates on average. A one-way ANOVA on the ART data found
a significant main effect of correction on Uncorrected Error
Rates (F1,186 = 8.64, p < .005). Post-hoc comparisons found a
difference between having corrections, and not having cor-
rections (p < .005). Trials with corrections had an average
Uncorrected Error Rate of 0.65%, compared to an average
rate of 0.52% for trials without corrections.
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Figure 6. Error Rates: (a) Uncorrected; (b) Corrected (with 95% CI).

NASA-TLX
All measures except Effort were not normally distributed, ac-
cording to the Shapiro-Wilk Normality test. As such, every
measure was analyzed using Friedman analyses, and Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests with Holm-Bonferonni corrections for post-
hoc comparisons. To enable non-parametric tests between
combinations of INPUT and TASK, we create a 4-level factor
representing each combination, and use this in all tests below.
For all TLX measures, median values are reported.

In general, we found that SPEECH outperformed KEYBOARD
in most measures for TRANSCRIPTION. However, for COMPO-
SITION, SPEECH only outperformed KEYBOARD in Physical
Demand, but not in any other measures (Figure 7).

Physical Demand: SPEECH was much less physically demand-
ing than KEYBOARD regardless of TASK. A Friedman analysis
found a significant effect on Physical Demand (χ2(3) = 36.9,
p < .001), and post-hoc comparisons found differences be-
tween INPUTS in both TASKS (p < .005). For COMPOSITION,
there was a 100% increase for KEYBOARD (30) compared to
SPEECH (15), and for TRANSCRIPTION, there was a 183%
increase for KEYBOARD (42.5) compared to SPEECH (15).

Mental Demand: For COMPOSITION, there was no signifi-
cant difference in participant ratings between SPEECH and
KEYBOARD, but for TRANSCRIPTION, SPEECH was perceived
as less mentally demanding. A Friedman analysis found a
significant effect on Mental Demand (χ2(3) = 35.87, p < .001).
Post-hoc comparisons found a difference between SPEECH
and KEYBOARD for TRANSCRIPTION only (p < .01): SPEECH
(17.5) was 46% less mentally demanding than KEYBOARD
(32.5). In addition, there was a difference between COMPO-
SITION and TRANSCRIPTION for SPEECH (p < .001): COM-
POSITION (47.5) was 171% more mentally demanding than
TRANSCRIPTION (17.5).

Temporal Demand: Again, there was no significant difference
in participant ratings between SPEECH and KEYBOARD for
COMPOSITION, but for TRANSCRIPTION, SPEECH was per-
ceived as less temporally demanding. A Friedman analysis
found a significant effect on Temporal Demand (χ2(3) = 11.6,
p < .02). Post-hoc comparisons found SPEECH (15) had 33%
lower Temporal Demand than KEYBOARD (40) for TRAN-
SCRIPTION (p < .05).
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0 25 50 75 100
Transcription

Keyboard Speech
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Figure 7. NASA-TLX Ratings. Lower values correspond to lower men-
tal, physical, and temporal demand, as well as lower effort, lower frus-
tration, and greater performance.

Effort: Continuing the trend, there was was no significant dif-
ference between SPEECH and KEYBOARD for COMPOSITION,
but there was again for TRANSCRIPTION. A Friedman analysis
found a significant effect on Effort (χ2(3) = 28.41, p < .001), and
post-hoc comparisons found a 120% increase in ratings for
KEYBOARD (55) compared to SPEECH (25) for TRANSCRIP-
TION (p < .001). Post-hoc comparisons also found COMPOSI-
TION (40) was rated 60% greater than TRANSCRIPTION (25)
for SPEECH (p < .01).

Frustration: Once more, SPEECH was less frustrating for
TRANSCRIPTION, but there was no differences detected for
COMPOSITION. A Friedman analysis found a significant effect
on Frustration (χ2(3) = 15.33, p < .002). For TRANSCRIPTION,
post-hoc comparisons showed SPEECH (15) was 62.5% less
frustrating than KEYBOARD (40).

Performance: There were no differences between KEYBOARD
and SPEECH for either TASK. Although Friedman anal-
ysis found a borderline significant effect on Performance
(χ2(3) = 9.59, p < .05), post-hoc comparisons did not detect any
differences between TASK or INPUT.

Autocorrect Usage
We define autocorrect and word suggestion strip use as multi-
ple characters appearing between timestamps in the keystrokes
array for a trial. Around 40% of trials used autocorrect at least
once for transcription and composition. Curiously, trials that
used autocorrect at least once had lower WPM on average. A
one-way ANOVA found a significant main effect of autocor-
rect use on WPM (F1,27 = 31.77, p < 0.001, η2

G = .14). Post-hoc
comparisons found a difference between using autocorrect,
and not using autocorrect (p < 0.005).

Validating the Composition Task and Protocol
To validate our experimental protocol, we examined whether
there were any learning effects, or if the different image triad
sets and phrase sets had any effect on our results. We also
examined aspects of the phrases composed by participants.



We created four blocks of five trials to investigate possible
learning effects. Repeated-measures ANOVAs found a signif-
icant main effect of block on Prep Time and Total Time, but
there were no significant interactions between block, INPUT,
or TASK. Post-hoc analysis revealed no significant differences
between blocks due to multiple comparison adjustments, lead-
ing us to conclude there were no observable learning or fatigue
effects.

Repeated-measures ANOVAs did not find a significant effect
of image sets or phrase sets on any of our collected measures.
This highlights that our image and phrase sets can be consid-
ered as equivalent and do not represent confounding variables
in our experiment.

The average length of a composed phrase was 58 characters
(SD = 18), with a maximum length of 140 characters, and
a minimum length of 16 characters. In comparison, Ver-
tanen and Kristensson had an average length of 38 charac-
ters (SD = 25), 52 characters (SD = 27), and 39 characters
(SD = 33) in their three experiments [28]. The triad with the
longest average compositions was “woman, mom-and-baby,
plane”, with an average phrase length of 70.75 characters, and
the triad with the shortest average compositions was “young
man, heart, soccer ball” with an average length of 41.1
characters. These triads can be seen in Figure 2, in rows 2 and
3. Examples of phrases participants composed for the triads
“boy, boat, cat” and “woman, mom-and-baby, plane” are
found in table 1.

A one way ANOVA on the ART data found a main effect of
triad on message length (F19,20 = 3.93, p < .002), indicating that
image triads did not generate sentences of the same average
length. Post-hoc tests revealed that only two image triads gen-
erated significantly longer sentences than others. Image triads
did not have a significant main effect on any other measure.

Following Vertanen and Kristensson [28], we calculated an
Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) rate with a lexicon of 64K most
common words from an email corpus2. We had a 1% OOV
rate compared to 2.3% (SD = 3.4) and 9.7% (SD = 12.9) in
Vertanen and Kristensson’s two experiments [28]. Our low
OOV demonstrates that participants did not use great amounts
of texting shorthand, or other forms of slang.

User Preferences
In the transcription task, 27 participants preferred speech to
keyboard. However, for composition, a slim majority of par-
ticipants (14) preferred typing over speech recognition, with
12 preferring speech, and 1 having no strong preference for
either input.

DISCUSSION
H1 is rejected. We found that speech was faster than keyboard
for every time-related measure except Prep Time, and that
speech resulted in significantly higher WPM.

H2 is rejected. Speech had a much lower corrected error rate,
both in the composition task and overall, with only a slightly
greater uncorrected error rate.
2https://keithv.com/software/composition/

P11: The boy placed his cat in the miniature boat to take a picture
P22: While chasing a cat, the boy found himself on a boat.
P8: The boy’s cat was afraid of going in a boat.
P27: Johnny sold his toy ship to buy a pet cat.

P9: The flight attendant was friendly to the family.
P4: A stewardess is welcoming a young mother and her baby onboard.
P25: A woman takes a flight to visit her sister and newborn nephew.
P16: The mom took a flight with her baby to see her friend

Table 1. Examples of composed phrases for the image triads “boy,
boat, cat” and “woman, mom-and-baby, plane” in Figure 2

H3 is confirmed. As with composition, speech was faster than
keyboard for every time-related measure except Prep Time,
and resulted in significantly higher WPM.

H4 is inconclusive. Although speech had lower corrected error
rates overall and only slightly higher uncorrected error rates,
we did not detect differences for transcription specifically.

While we could replicate Ruan et al.’s results for speed, we
found different results for error rate.

Comparisons with Previous Studies
For both tasks, we found similar results to Ruan et al. [13],
Smith and Chaparro [18], and Cox et al.[3], with speech being
superior for all measures except Prep Time and Uncorrected
Error Rate. This contrasts with the findings of Ogozalek et al.
[10], who found speech did not improve performance, and
Karat et al. [5], who found that speech was slower. Our anal-
ysis demonstrates that transcription trials were, on average,
faster, than composition trials. In comparison, Vertanen and
Kristensson [28] did not find any difference between transcrip-
tion and composition, Vertanen et al. [24] found transcription
was faster, and Yeo et al. [31] and Karat et al.found composi-
tion was faster. Similar to Ruan et al., we found that speech
had a lower Corrected Error Rate and a (slightly) higher Un-
corrected Error Rate when both composition and transcription
are combined, but not when only considering transcription.

In their first experiment, Vertanen and Kristensson found there
was a 57% decrease in transcription preparation times on a
keyboard when compared to composition. In comparison, we
found a 78% decrease in preparation times between our tran-
scription and composition tasks on a keyboard. Of course, our
experiment was conducted on a smartphone, while Vertanen
and Kristensson used full-sized keyboards.

Even though preparation times are much higher for speech
recognition, speech input was still faster than keyboard input
in both tasks. As evidenced by the disparity between speech
and keyboard input for input times and words-per-minute,
speech input is so fast that it makes up for the penalty incurred
by higher preparation times.

Ruan et al. also calculated a utilized bandwidth measure
which is, in their words, “the proportion of keystrokes that
contributed to correct parts of the final transcribed string”. We
also calculated and examined this measure, and saw the same
patterns as the other measures we examined.



Subjective Measures
For transcription, we again found similar results to Ruan et
al. Participants overwhelmingly preferred speech over typing,
and the TLX results favour speech in most measures. In post-
session interviews participants noted that speech was more
comfortable, required less effort, and less physical strain than
typing. Several mentioned that the speech recognition software
did most of the work for them, requiring fewer corrections. In
the words of one participant, “[I just] had to read stuff” [P1].

In contrast, participants favoured typing both in the composi-
tion task by a slim majority (14 versus 12). For composition,
we did not find any significant differences for any TLX mea-
sure except Physical Demand, where speech rated much better
than typing. Participants commented in post-session inter-
views that they felt speech required more mental effort, as they
had to think of the sentence ahead of time.They also stated
that typing gave them more freedom to edit text in real-time,
as opposed to waiting for the speech recognition software to
finish. Several participants also felt their phrases were more
creative when typing.

While using speech recognition had great speed advantages
over typing, there are several reasons why participants did
not overwhelmingly prefer speech to typing for composition.
In post-session interviews after both tasks, participants noted
the privacy issues that result from using speech recognition in
public. Even if privacy was not a concern, many mentioned
feeling “awkward” or “embarassed” about speaking to their
phones in public, making statements such as “it’s weird to
talk to my phone”, and that “[they] don’t like saying things
aloud”. Comments about privacy and perceived awkwardness
were prevalent in the composition task. It is evident that even
though speech has a significant speed advantage over typing,
there are still factors that discourage people from using speech
recognition in public. Indeed, a few participants stated that
they felt uncomfortable using speech recognition even in the
presence of an experimenter in an otherwise private room.

Several participants also mentioned that speech recognition
performed better than they had expected. Even so, there were
still several participants who experienced issues with speech
recognition, which likely influenced those participants’ prefer-
ence of input method.

Limitations
Ruan et al.’s participants were all native English speakers [13].
In contrast, we allowed for non-native speakers with a TOEFL
score of 110 or above to participate in our experiment. The
maximum possible TOEFL score is 120, meaning that all non-
native English speakers who participated in our experiment
achieved 91% or higher on this assessment [15]. Still, allowing
participants who were not fluent in English may have affected
our speed and error rate results. It is also possible that some
participants were not entirely truthful in reporting their English
fluency levels, but a formal assessment of language proficiency
was not possible due to time and resource constraints.

Our experiment was also conducted in a quiet room. While this
helped participants feel comfortable, it may have artificially
augmented the results for speech. Speech recognition would

likely be affected if the experiment took place with more
ambient noise.

A different composition task, such as asking participants for
longer compositions as in Karat et al. [5] and Dunlop et al.
[22], may have resulted in greater subjective preference for
composition, or a decrease in the speed advantages of SPEECH.
However, results from the demographic survey show that many
of the participants who had previously used speech recognition
only used it for tasks that required a short burst of input, such
as sending text messages, or for Google searches. Lyddy
et al.’s analysis of text messages sent by university students
found they have an average length of 70 (SD = 59.4) characters
[7]. As the average length of our composed phrases was 58
characters, this suggests our task is representative of typical
text input on a smartphone.

Future Work
Future work could compare typing and voice input with a
more elaborate composition task, such as asking participants
to write a short paragraph based off a writing prompt, or dis-
playing more images, or some other task that would require
participants to compose multiple phrases as in Ogozalek et al.
[10] and Dunlop et al. [22]. It is possible that speech recogni-
tion could lose its speed advantage if participants are forced to
input more punctuation. Participants may also become more
frustrated with speech recognition when using it for a longer
period, leading to a greater preference for typing.

Our composition task could also be compared to the one used
by Vertanen and Kristensson [28]. It would be interesting to
examine whether participants find one task harder than the
other, and if the two tasks produce sentences of similar length.
Vertanen and Kristensson’s task may also favour recall over
true composition, with participants composing several phrases
with similar subject matter. In contrast, our task presents
participants with a new stimulus for each trial.

CONCLUSION
Though speech is faster than typing for composition and tran-
scription tasks, speech recognition results in higher prepara-
tion times. Speech has a lower error rate than keyboard during
composition, but not during transcription. Speech did not have
a significant advantage over typing for composing, except in
physical demand. A slight majority of people preferred typing
for composition.

While speech recognition is the more efficient text entry
method for composing short phrases on a smartphone, our
results also suggest that people may continue to use a key-
board given their subjective impressions of the experience.
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